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Abstract
This paper examines a strategy for structuring one type of domain knowledge for use in extrapolation. It does
so by representing information about causality and using this domain knowledge to select and combine
forecasts. We use five categories to express causal impacts upon trends: growth, decay, supporting, opposing,
and regressing. An identification of causal forces aided in the determination of weights for combining
extrapolation forecasts. These weights improved average ex ante forecast accuracy when tested on 104 annual
economic and demographic time series. Gains in accuracy were greatest when (1) the causal forces were
clearly specified and (2) stronger causal effects were expected, as in longer-range forecasts. One rule suggested
by this analysis was: "Do not extrapolate trends if they are contrary to causal forces." We tested this rule by
comparing forecasts from a method that implicitly assumes supporting trends (Holt's exponential smoothing)
with forecasts from the random walk. Use of the rule improved accuracy for 20 series where the trends were
contrary; the MdAPE (Median Absolute Percentage Error) was 18% less for the random walk on 20 one-year
ahead forecasts and 40% less for 20 six-year-ahead forecasts. We then applied the rule to four other data sets.
Here, the MdAPE for the random walk forecasts was 17% less than Holt’s error for 943 short-range forecasts
and 43% less for 723 long-range forecasts. Our study suggests that the causal assumptions implicit in
traditional extrapolation methods are inappropriate for many applications.
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ABSTRACT 
This paper examines a strategy for structuring one type of domain knowledge for use in
extrapolation. It does so by representing information about causality and using this
domain knowledge to select and combine forecasts. We use five categories to express
causal impacts upon trends: growth, decay, supporting, opposing, and regressing. An
identification of causal forces aided in the determination of weights for combining
extrapolation forecasts. These weights improved average ex ante forecast accuracy
when tested on 104 annual economic and demographic time series. Gains in accuracy
were greatest when (1) the causal forces were clearly specified and (2) stronger causal
effects were expected, as in longer- range forecasts. One rule suggested by this analysis
was: “Do not extrapolate trends if they are contrary to causal forces.” We tested this
rule by comparing forecasts from a method that implicitly assumes supporting trends
(Holt’s exponential smoothing) with forecasts from the random walk. Use of the rule
improved accuracy for 20 series where the trends were contrary; the MdAPE (Median
Absolute Percentage Error) was 18% less for the random walk on 20 one-year ahead
forecasts and 40% less for 20 six-year-ahead forecasts. We then applied the rule to
four other data sets. Here, the MdAPE for the random walk forecasts was 17% less
than Holt’s error for 943 short-range forecasts and 43% less for 723 long-range
forecasts. Our study suggests that the causal assumptions implicit in traditional
extrapolation methods are inappropriate for many applications. 
KEY WORDS Causal forces Combining Contrary trends Damped trends Exponential
smoothing Judgment Rule-based forecasting Selecting methods 
Forecasters have often stated the need to use their knowledge about a time series (domain knowledge)
when making extrapolations. Researchers suggest that this would be useful. For example, in discussing
quantitative extrapolation, Newbold (1983) argued for “approaches where the forecasters think (about
the subject matter area, the data, and anything relevant).” 
In their review of the literature, Bunn and Wright (1991) concluded that judgmental knowledge
and quantitative  methods should be integrated.
Domain knowledge wis found to be useful in Edmundson (1990). He had forecasters make
judgmental forecasts when they were aided by a decision-support system that contained quantitative
methods. These subjects made more accurate forecasts than those made by either judgment or
quantitative methods alone. 
In this paper we consider how to structure certain aspects of domain knowledge for use in
extrapolation. Lopes (1983) suggested that ‘extrapolative methods would be strengthened by making
provisions for causal or explanatory information to be used when such [information] is available.’
Following this idea, we describe an approach that uses judgments about causality as inputs to simple
quantitative extrapolation methods. This approach offers potential cost savings in comparison with
purely judgmental extrapolation procedures. Because it uses more information, it should be more
accurate than simple extrapolations. Further, because it uses judgments in a structured way, this
approach may help to more effectively integrate judgment into quantitative extrapolation methods. 
We first define our use of the term ‘causal forces.’ Next, we describe how causal forces can be
used to combine forecasts. Finally, we show how the findings can be used to guide the selection of
quantitative extrapolation methods. 
DESCRIPTION OF CAUSAL FORCES
Changes in the trend in a time series arise due to a variety of underlying factors. For example, a
strong marketing program might involve a reduction in prices, wider distribution, and an increase in
advertising. We use the term ‘causal forces’ to represent the cumulative directional effects of the factors
that influence the trends in a time series.
We have classified causal forces by the way that they relate to historical trends. Some forces
cause movement in a given direction (up or down) irrespective of current trends; we call these ‘growth’
and ‘decay’ forces. Forces that support the current direction of a trend are called ‘supporting’. Forces
that act against trends are labeled as ‘opposing.’ Finally, ‘regressing’ is used to classify forces that
cause a series to move toward a mean. We briefly describe each type of force here, along with some
actions that might be taken when extrapolating time series. 
Growth forces support upward trends but not downward trends in the time series. An example
would be product sales where the market is favorable and the firm is actively trying to increase sales.
When the trend is rising in a growth series, it would be extrapolated without adjustments. However, if
the trend in a growth series were downward, it would be damped. That is, the estimated trend factor
would be reduced in magnitude. 
Decay forces are the inverse of growth forces. For example, in forecasting real unit production
costs for the manufacture of a technical product, costs would be expected to go down because of
improved efficiency. An upward trend would not be taken very seriously and would not have as strong
an impact on the forecast as would a trend of similar magnitude in the downward direction. 
In series with supporting forces, the assumption is that the direction of the current trend
correctly reflects the impact of the most important causal forces, whether it is upward or downward.
Real estate prices might be an example. When the trend is up, people often conclude that the
investment will be a good one. When the trend is down, they may assume that the price for these
properties will continue to fall. 
Series with opposing forces resist further movements in the current direction. For instance,
when personnel loss rates are increasing, organizations often improve pay and working conditions to
attract workers. Conversely, when loss rates are decreasing, pay and conditions may be allowed to
become less attractive. 
For some series, the forecaster has good reason to assume that there is a tendency to move
toward a certain value, such as a grand mean for a type of series (e.g. the batting average for all
baseball players) or its own long-term mean (e.g. a given player’s lifetime average). For these
regressing series, forecasts of the long-term trend should reflect this tendency to move toward that
mean. 
Table I summarizes this categorization of forces and presents examples of series with these
forces. The examples represent forces that are typical, but forces may vary for actual series. A sales
series, for instance, might be classified as decay instead of growth if the product were competing
against a clearly superior product. Also, causal forces acting on a series might change over time; for
example, a firm may decide to withdraw marketing support, thus changing forces from growth to decay.
Epidemics further illustrate how causal forces can change over time. A rising trend for a communicable
disease would, in the early stages, mean an increase in the number of disease carriers, so that the
primary forces might be growth. Later, causal forces might oppose upward trends because of
preventive measures such as immunization programs. Judgments based on domain knowledge play a
central role in identifying causal forces.
Table I. Relationship of causal forces to trends 
Type of 
causal force
Causal force direction when
ExamplesTrend is up Trend is down
Growth Up Up Sales (units)
Decay Down Down Epidemics (late)
Supporting Up Down Real estate prices (?)
Opposing Down Up Personnel loss rates
Regressing (Toward a mean) Demographic (% male births)
1950 1955 1960 1965
30
24
18
12
6
0
Holt’s
RW
Actual
Figure 1. Change in stocks: France. An illustrative series showing Holt’s, random
walk, and actual hold-out data.
Unknown ? ? Exchange rates
To illustrate the importance of causal forces, consider the series in Figure l. (This is series 96
from the M-Competition, Makridakis et al., 1982). As an inventory series, it is subject to opposing
forces (inventories should not be allowed to get too high because of carrying costs, nor too low
because service will suffer). Holt’s exponential smoothing, which implicitly assumes supporting forces,
extrapolates the recent trend upward. The random walk, an opposing forces model, does not
extrapolate a trend. The assumption about causal forces was important in forecasting this series. Over
the 6-year period shown, the ex ante forecast error from Holt’s forecast was about 1.7 times greater
than that for the random walk. 
USE OF CAUSAL FORCES IN COMBINING FORECASTS
We believe that causal force information can play a useful role in the combination of forecasts.
This section describes how we applied the idea of causal forces to aid in establishing weights for
combining forecasts. 
We had used causal forces in Collopy and Armstrong (1992), where 99 rules were used to
establish weights to combine forecasts. This approach uses rules to estimate the levels and trends for
short- and long-range models. The rules select and weight forecasts from a set of four extrapolation
methods: random walk, linear trend (from a regression against time), Holt’s linear exponential
smoothing, and Brown’s linear exponential smoothing. We selected these methods because they are
based on different assumptions about trends. The random walk is based on the assumption that trends
are spurious; the linear regression on the assumption that the long-term historical trend will continue;
and Holt’s and Brown’s methods on the assumption that the recent trend will continue. The methods
were also selected because they are well known, inexpensive, and easy to interpret. 
The causal force specified by the analyst influences the weights assigned to the trend estimates
from each of the four extrapolation methods. These weights depend upon the relationship between
causal forces and trends in the historical data. When causal forces and the long and short trends are all
in agreement, the system is considered to be consistent and the model extrapolates the trends using a
balanced mix of trends. If either the short- or long- term trend is contrary to the causal forces, trend
extrapolation is done cautiously by putting more weight on the random walk and by damping the trend
as the horizon increases. Caution is also used for trend forecasts when the causal forces are
unidentified. This is done by increasing the weight on the random walk and by more damping. Figure 2
illustrates the reasoning behind these differential weighting heuristics. 
The estimate of level is also influenced by causal forces, and the same four models are used to
estimate levels. When the most recent movement of the data is consistent with causal forces, it receives
more weight than if it is contrary to the forces. An example of a rule for estimating level is, ‘If the causal
force direction is the same as the recent trend direction and the coefficient of determination (R2) is
greater than 0.9, then add 0.1 to alpha for the short model [where alpha is the weight on the latest
observation] ’ (Collopy and Armstrong, 1992, rule 15). For smooth series, this rule makes the forecast
more responsive to a recent change when it is consistent with causal forces. 
Information about causal forces affects the estimates of the levels and of the trends for both
short- and long-range models. In all, 23 of the 99 rules in the rule base are dependent on information
about causal forces. 
To examine the extent to which the use of causal forces improved ex ante forecast accuracy in
rule-based forecasting, we compared rule-based forecasts with and without causal force information. In
operational terms, we specified causal forces as ‘unidentified’ in the latter run of the rule-based
forecasting model. We used the sample of 126 annual economic and demographic time scries that was
described in Collopy and Armstrong (1992). This was a stratified random sample selected from the M-
Competition data. This 70% sample of the annual series was stratified by demographic (comprising
17% of the series), macroeconomic (32%), organization (32%), and industry (19%) categories. These
data were from several countries and covered different time spans. The number of observations varied
from 15 to 58, with a mean of 24 years, a median of 21, and a mode of 19 years. About a third of the
series were of modal length. 
Some features were common across most of these series. For example, 87% had upward basic
trends, 84% had upward recent trends, and 83% had multiplicative functional forms. The most common
causal force was growth (68%). However, the series did vary with respect to many features,
particularly instability. 
Each author independently coded the forces for each of the 126 series. In addition, one author
specified forces at two different times, roughly three months apart. The identification was considered
unclear if (1) the authors did not agree, (2) the coding was not reliable across time, or (3) either of the
authors reported that he was uncertain. We were unable to identify causal forces for 22 of the 126
series, so we excluded them from further analysis. Of the remaining 104 series, causal forces were clear
1The coding for each series is available from the first author.
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for 79 and unclear for the other 25.1 Table II summarizes the features of the clear and unclear series.
While we do not know the extent to which these series might be representative of those faced by
decision makers, we suspect that growth forces are common and that supporting forces are rare.
Considering that the traditional methods such as Holt’s make the assumption that causal forces are
supporting, it is striking that none of the 79 clearly identified series fell into this category. 
We expected that when causal forces could be clearly identified, they would aid in the selection
and weighting of extrapolation methods. We were unsure about whether specifying forces would
improve accuracy if the forces were unclear. Furthermore, because the causal forces have a greater
impact over longer time periods, we expected use of this information to have a larger effect on long-
range forecasts than on short-range ones. 
The primary evaluation criterion was the Median Absolute Percentage Error (MdAPE) because
it has been used in earlier comparative studies on these data and it is not affected by outliers. We also
examined the Relative Absolute Error (RAE) because of its superior sensitivity and reliability
(Armstrong and Collopy, 1992). The RAE, which is similar to Theil’s U2, is the ratio of the absolute
forecast error from a proposed model to the absolute forecast error from the random walk. Because
the RAE is a ratio, we used the geometric mean of the RAEs (GMRAE) to summarize across series.
We Winsorized the RAE at 0.01 and at 10 because very large or very small errors have a strong
impact on geometric means. (Winsorizing occurred about 2Vo of the time.) Finally, we calculated the
cumulative RAE (CumRAE), which sums the model’s errors across each year in the forecast horizon,
and divides by the corresponding sum for the random walk forecast errors.
Six years were held out to allow for a single h-year-ahead forecast for each series for h = 1 –
6. Only one starting point was used for each series and the dates of the starting points varied across
series. We examined ex ante forecasts from one-year-ahead to six-years-ahead. This procedure is the
same as that used in Makridakis et al. (1982).
As hypothesized, using causal forces reduced errors in comparison with a rule-based forecast
that did not identify causal forces. For one-year-ahead forecasts on the 104 series, the use of causal
forces reduced the MdAPE by more than 4% and the GMRAE by more than two 2%. For the six-
year-ahead annual forecasts, specifying causal forces reduced the MdAPE by 12% and the GMRAE
by 15%. Averaging the MdAPE across the one-ahead and six-ahead horizons, the reduction was about
8%. The use of causal forces also reduced the cumulative MdAPE over the six-year horizon by about
8%. The bottom two rows of Table III, labeled ‘all identified series,’ summarize the results. 
The above improvements in accuracy were achieved using a model that had performed well in
comparison with equally weighted combined forecasts for these 104 series. The rule-based forecasting
model without causal forces was more accurate than equal-weights combining for both error measures
and for all horizons. For one-ahead MdAPEs for these series, Combining A (an equally weighted
forecast from the M-competition) averaged 3.47, whereas rule-based forecasting (Collopy and
Armstrong, 1992) without causal forces averaged 2.98. For six-ahead forecasts, the MdAPEs were
19.6 for Combining A and 14.26 for the rule-based forecasting model with unspecified causal forces. 
Table II. Clarity and features of the series (percentage of series in each category) 
Feature
Forces
Cleara Unclearb
Trend
Direction of basic trend up 96 72
Direction of recent trend up 96 26
Significant basic trend (t >2) 96 64
Uncertainty
Coeff. of variation > 0.2 18 24
Basic and recent trends differ 6 20
Instability
Recent run not long 47 28
Near a previous extreme 47 52
Irrelevant early data 33 24
Changing basic trend 30 44
Suspicious pattern 8 20
Unstable recent trend 14 28
Level discontinuities 15 8
Last observation unusual 5 0
Domain knowledge
 Causal forces
     Growth 92 60
     Decay 1 4
     Supporting 0 8
     Opposing 4 20
     Regressing 3 8
 Functional form
     Multiplicative 91 80
     Additive 9 20
Cycles present 30 24
Adjusted observations 1 4
a 79 series b 25 series
As we expected, the specification of causal forces was valuable only when forces were clear.
For the 79 series with clear forces, the specification of forces reduced the MdAPE of the six- ahead
forecast by 14% and the GMRAE by 22% (top of Table III, labeled ‘Clear’ forces). When causal
forces were not clear, forecasts were slightly less accurate if forces were speci6ed than if they were
not. This difference, which was not statistically significant, is shown in the middle of Table III, labeled
‘Unclear’ forces. 
Forces are likely to be clear in most series of interest to decision makers. When they are not
clear, we suggest that they not be used in forecasting. 
Table III. Ex ante errors by causal force specification 
Causal forces Number
of series
One-ahead Six-ahead Cumulative 
GMRAE MdAPE GMRAE MdAPE GMRAE MdAPE
Clear 79
Unspecified 0.466 2.88 0.419 14.34 0.453 9.12
Specified 0.443 2.85 0.328 12.28 0.409 8.19
Unclear 25
Unspecified 0.692 3.52 0.708 13.03 0.934 10.15
Specified 0.740 3.36 0.814 13.93 0.976 10.04
All identified series 104
Unspecified 0.514 2.98 0.479 14.26 0.543 9.34
Specified 0.501 2.85 0.109 12.53 0.504 8.62
USE OF CAUSAL FORCES FOR SELECTING AMONG METHODS
In addition to their use in combining, we were interested in the application of causal forces to
the selection of extrapolation methods, so we examined whether causal forces can be used to decide
when it is appropriate to use traditional extrapolation methods. A single selection rule was used. This
stated that forecast accuracy would be improved by ignoring trend estimates when they conflict with
causal forces. We ignored trend by using a random walk for such series. 
As discussed above, traditional exponential smoothing methods assume supporting forces. That
is, they assume that the causal forces that have caused a trend will continue to have the same effect in
the future. Such methods may perform poorly when the trend is contrary to the causal forces. Contrary
trends occur for a declining trend with growth forces, an increasing trend with decay forces, any series
with opposing forces, or a trend away from the target mean in a regressing series. 
2These four data sets are available from the second author.
None of the 79 clearly identi5ed series in the M-competition was classified as supporting.
Furthermore, we fnd it difficult to suggest many types of series that might have supporting forces. What
might happen if supporting trends are assumed inappropriately? In many cases there may be no damage
because the force is not be contrary to the trend. To examine the impact of using traditional methods
where they are expected to be inappropriate, we classified the 126 series into three groupings. The
‘consistent’ group included those series where the recent trend (estimated by Holt’s additive
exponential smoothing) was in the same direction as the causal forces; the ‘unidentified’ group
contained those series where the direction of causal forces was not known; and the ‘contrary’ group
consisted of those series where the recent trend conflicted with the causal forces. For each type of
series we compared forecasts from Holts’ exponential smoothing with a random walk forecast. We
expected that Holt’s would be more accurate than the random walk for consistent series because its
assumptions are more appropriate. For contrary series, we expected that Holt’s would not do as well
as the random walk. For series with unidentified causal forces, we expected that trends would contain
some information, but that the forecast accuracy of Holt’s and the random walk would be comparable. 
The results, shown in Table IV, generally supported our expectations. For consistent series,
Holt’s error was about half that from the random walk. Holt’s forecasts were more accurate for the
unidentified series, but the gain in accuracy was not as large as that for the consistent series. For the 20
contrary series, Holt’s was less accurate than the random walk; its CumRAE was 1.10. As we were
particularly interested in the 20 contrary series, we extended the analysis to include other error
measures. These also showed the random walk to be more accurate for these series. For one-ahead
forecasts, the MdAPE was 8.3 for Holt’s and 6.8 for the random walk. For six-ahead forecasts, the
MdAPE was 19.9 for Holt’s and 11.9 for the random walk. In other words, using the contrary trends
selection rule reduced the short-range forecast errors by about 18% and the long-range errors by about
40% for the contrary series.
Table IV. Errors for Holt’s method by consistency of forces and trends 
Relationship of 
forces and trends
Number 
of series
Geometric mean of the RAE
One-ahead Six-ahead Cumulative
Consistent 84 0.60 0.45 0.52
Unidentified 22 0.82 0.64 0.67
Contrary 20 1.30 0.90 1.10
To assess whether the rule about contrary series can be generalized, we examined four
additional data sets:2
(1) We received quarterly data on the number of US Navy personnel in each of nine pay
grades from the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center. 
(2) We obtained annual data on ten disease epidemics in China from the Chinese Academy
of Preventive Medicine. 
(3) Steven Schnaars provided us with data on 103 annual unit product sales (described in
Schnaars, 1984). We took a 50% systematically selected subsample and were able to
identify causal forces for about half of the series. 
(4) We collected annual economic and demographic data for 26 series from a variety of
public sources. These data are called Weatherhead I. Four of these were eliminated
because the causal forces were unidentified. 
For each data set, we compared the accuracy of Holt’s exponential smoothing with the random
walk for all forecasts where there were contrary trends. For this analysis, contrary trends were defined
as those where the direction expected due to causal forces was contrary to the trend estimated by
Holt’s exponential smoothing. 
Given that the Navy personnel data represent inventory levels, we assumed that the causal
forces would often be opposing. Although we expected that other causal forces, such as growth, would
occur for these inventories, we had no information about these forces; thus, we defined all these
forecasts as having contrary trends. For the Chinese epidemics data, we used inflection points to
determine when the series became contrary. Operationally, this was defined as times when the change
in the trend (second difference) was negative, which occurred for 74% of the starting points. Coding of
causal forces for the unit product sales was done by the authors using the same procedure as for the M-
competition and focusing only on clearly identified series; contrary trends occurred for 241% of the 255
starting points used for the unit product sales data. The same procedure was used for the Weatherhead
data and contrary trends were encountered for 18% of the 417 starting points. 
We encountered no series with supporting causal forces. Holt’s was inappropriate, then, and it
should have difficulty whenever contrary trends are encountered. In fact, contrary trends occurred for
62% of the forecasts in these four data sets. 
Table V. Ex ante forecast errors of Holt’s versus random walk for contrary series (median absolute percentage errors
– MdAPEs) 
Data set
One-ahead h-ahead
No. of
forecasts
Holt’s Random
walk
Ratio No. of
forecasts
Holt’s Random
walk
Ratio
Chinese epidemics 121 27.7 25.0a 1.11 95 133.0 71.8a 1.81
Unit product sales 60 9.3 7.6a 1.22 32 28.1 18.0a 1.56
Navy personnel 688 4.0 3.2a 1.25 535 20.1 12.8a 1.57
Weatherhead I 74 5.5 4.4a 1.25 61 35.6 16.2a 2.20
Other than the epidemics data, we made no changes in the causal forces over the forecast
horizon. Of course, one would expect added benefits if the specification of the causal forces were
updated each time period. 
For the initial calibration of Holt’s forecasts, we used 24 periods for the quarterly data and 12
for the annual data, except for the unit product sales data, where six periods were used because the
series were substantially shorter. We then made 18-ahead forecasts for the quarterly data and six-
ahead for the annual data. Successive updating was performed after each period. This procedure used
the first t periods of the series to fit the models and made forecasts for h periods into the future. Then
period t+ 1 was added into the Qt data, and forecasts were made up to h periods. The procedure
continued until the calibration data included all but the last observation. 
The contrary series selection rule improved accuracy for each forecast horizon in each of the
four data sets and Table V shows these results. In each of the eight comparisons, the random walk was
more accurate than Holt’s at p < 0.001, based on the one-tailed Wilcoxon signed ranks test. The
differences were substantial. 
DISCUSSION
In the four new data sets, we encountered 943 contrary trends among the 1524 starting points.
For the one-ahead forecasts, the unweighed geometric mean of the ratios of Holt’s to the random walk
error was 1.21. This represents an error reduction of about 17%. This result is of the same order as the
18% reduction for the M-competition data. By including the M- Competition results with the other four
data sets, the error reduction would be about 17% for one-ahead forecasts. 
For the longer-range forecasts, we found contrary trends for 723 of forecasts in the four data
sets. The geometric mean ratio of Holt’s error to the random walk error was 1.77. This represents an
error reduction in excess of 43%. Combining this with the error reduction of over 40% in the M-
competition, the average error reduction across the five data sets was about 43% for h-ahead
forecasts. 
The unweighed geometric mean of the short- and long-range forecast error was about 31%.
Because the contrary rule was invoked for 62% of these forecasts, the overall error reduction was
about (0.31)(0.62) = 0.192. That is, by using this rule instead of always forecasting with Holt’s for all
series in these four data sets, the average error reduction would be 19%. 
Considering the three sets with economic data, unit product sales, Weatherhead, and the M-
competition, the error reductions were 18%, 20%, and 18%, respectively. The unweighed geometric
mean was 19%. Contrary trends were encountered for 24% of the unit product sales data, 18% of the
Weatherhead data, and 19% of the M-competition data, or an average of about 20%. Thus, the overall
gain for short-range economic forecasts would be about (0.18)(0.2) = 0.036, or less than 4%. 
The error reductions for the six-year ahead economic forecasts were substantially larger. Given
the error reductions of 36% for the unit product sales, 55% for Weatherhead, and 41% for the M-
competition, the average error reduction was 44%. Using the estimate of 20’Vo of the forecasts as
contrary, the average error reduction for the economic data was (0.44)(0.2) = 0.088, or almost 9%. 
To put the above results into perspective, consider that two decades of research on combining
forecasts has produced more than 200 studies (Clemen, 1989). A rough estimate is that a combination
of forecasts from two extrapolation methods can reduce errors by about 7% (Armstrong, 1986). The
results reported above are of the same order. 
Why not use causal variables directly? First, the forecaster may not know what variables are
involved. For example, using the causal forces approach, one can say that the net impact of the
principal factors acting on a product category is ‘growth’ while lacking information about the factors
contributing to this growth such as improvements in product performance, wider availability in retail
stores, more advertising, lower prices, shortage of a substitute, or an increase in the number of potential
buyers. 
Cost represents another problem associated with the direct use of causal variables. Even when
causal variables can be identified, it is necessary to collect relevant data on them (sometimes not
available), to estimate their effects, and to forecast changes in them (which sometimes can be more
difficult than forecasting the variable of interest). For applications involving forecasts of many thousands
of items (e.g. inventory control), cost might be an important factor. Extrapolation with causal forces
offers a low cost alternative to causal models. The simple selection rule that we presented could be
easily implemented in existing forecasting systems. 
Excepting the data on Chinese epidemics, we assumed that causal forces would be constant
over time for each series. In many situations, though, forces on a series might change. In such cases,
experts’ domain knowledge might be useful to specify forces for each starting point.
LIMITATIONS
Our study has several limitations. First, except for the Navy personnel inventories, we used only
annual data. We suspect that causal forces will be less useful when trends are subject to the increased
uncertainty or to the transient factors often associated with shorter time periods. Similarly, causal forces
might be less valuable for unstable annual series or if trends are weak relative to random variation. 
We coded the causal forces using only general knowledge. With better domain knowledge, the
forces might be more accurately identified. This would be expected to strengthen the value of causal
forces. 
The study specified a single causal force for each series. This procedure is problematic for
series subject to different types of forces. Referring to our example of French inventories (Figure 1),
one might specify this series as subject to opposing and growth forces (the latter because of inflation
and economic development). 
FURTHER RESEARCH
Additional studies are needed to determine the extent to which our results can be generalized.
An increase in the number of series with different causal forces along with a rise in the overall number of
series would allow for additional calibration for the combination of forecasts. It is also important to
learn whether the results can be generalized to short-interval data such as monthly time series, where
the causal forces are likely to have less influence. 
It is not clear how to deal with series subject to multiple causal forces. One approach might be
to combine forecasts. Another is to dampen the trends. We believe that the most promising approach,
however, would be to decompose the series so that each element is influenced by a single type of force.
For French inventories (Figure 1) growth could be estimated by using GNP in current prices, while
inventory would be the current series divided by GNP in current prices. However, even with this
procedure, causal forces will not always be clearly identifiable. 
We tested only one of many possible selection rules. Further research might aid in the
development of additional guidelines for the selection of extrapolation methods. 
This study examined only one aspect of domain knowledge. Other aspects also appear to be
useful, judging from the results in Collopy and Armstrong (1992). We expect that the use of actual
domain experts will show additional ways to structure domain knowledge. Such studies would be
especially useful if conducted in actual forecasting situations because this will enable the use of richer
domain knowledge.
CONCLUSIONS
This study tested an approach to structuring knowledge for use in quantitative extrapolation.
The results showed that causal forces might play an important role in weighting extrapolation forecasts
to produce a combined forecast. For one-year-ahead forecasts of 104 economic and demographic
series from the M-Competition, specifying causal forces in a rule-based forecasting model reduced the
MdAPE by about 4%. The corresponding error reduction for six-year-ahead forecasts was about
12%. 
Traditional extrapolation methods make an implicit assumption that causal forces support the
trends. This assumption is often violated. We tested a selection rule stating that trends should not be
extrapolated when they are contrary to causal force directions. Thus, we compared Holt’s exponential
smoothing (often applied to such series) against the random walk, which does not rely on the
assumption of supporting forces. Application of this rule improved accuracy in a test on M-competition
data; the ex ante MdAPE for contrary series forecasts was reduced by 18% for one-year-ahead
forecasts and by 40% for six-year-ahead forecasts. Further tests were conducted on contrary series
from four data sets. Here, the rule reduced the one-ahead forecast error by about 17%, and the h-
ahead forecast by about 43%. It is interesting to note how well the results from the M-competition held
up when extended to four new, and substantially different, data sets. 
Further research needs to be done on the use of causal forces for short-interval data, on
procedures to aid the identification of causal forces (such as the use of domain experts), and on the
treatment of series that fall into more than one of the causal force categories. We expect that this
research on causal forces will improve the accuracy of forecasts by leading to improvements in rules
both for the selection of forecasting methods and for weighting combined forecasts. In this study, initial
efforts in the use of causal forces for combining and for selection produced significant error reductions,
especially for longer-range forecasts. Substantial gains were achieved with a simple selection rule: If the
extrapolation method produces a trend that is contrary to expectations, ignore it. This rule can be easily
implemented with existing extrapolation methods with the result that traditional methods will be
appropriate in more situations.
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